KEY TO MATERIALS:
(Refer to Visqueen Technical Data for full detailed material specification).
1) VISQUEEN ZEDEX OPT DPC (Cavity tray).
2) VISQUEEN SELF ADHESIVE MEMBRANE bonded to FOIL-FACED INSULATION.
3) VISQUEEN ZEDEX HIGH BOND DPC on VISQUEEN HP TANKING PRIMER on SMOOTH CONCRETE.
4) VISQUEEN SELF ADHESIVE MEMBRANE on VISQUEEN HP TANKING PRIMER on SMOOTH CONCRETE.
5) VISQUEEN JOINTING TAPE (100mm x 15m).
6) VISQUEEN SURFACE FIXING SYSTEM (Incorporating No.2 Screws).
7) VISQUEEN VAPOUR BARRIER.
8) TIXOPHALTE OSA MASTIC SEAL AT SOLE PLATE FIXING POSITIONS.

NB: Pre-heat surface of Zedex High Bond prior to sealing the Self Adhesive Membrane.
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Project: Standard Detail: Typical Perimeter Detail / Metsec Construction.
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